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INT. SAMBADROME, MAINTENANCE CORRIDOR - NIGHT

Muffled drums and cheering echo down the long concrete
passage. It's dingy. Stacks of boxes and propane tanks sit
both sides. Two men are smoking.

An older teen walks past. He's skinny, scruffy, wearing a
baseball cap, face mask and a backpack.

He walks under a light showing the Brazilian flag printed on
the bag, and two wires curling out of the main zip into a
lower pouch. The teen continues down the tunnel. His gait is
odd, like he's doing it manually.

He turns off the corridor up some brightly lit stairs. The
music and cheering rise. The brightness comes from high up
stadium lights.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, EAST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Silhouettes of people jump and wave at the top of the
stairs. The teen joins the crowd. Topless bronzed men
swaying. Women with bejeweled faces dancing.

Above the waving arms and Brazilian flags, in the center
aisle, a giant flaming panther drifts by. Samba dancers,
fire breathers and performers in blazing, feather-clad
costumes parade around it.

The Rio Carnival.

The teen adjusts to the lights and fun for a moment. He
takes off his bag and hugs it before moving into the crowd.
He swerves and nudges, making slow progress.He reaches a
blue barrier with a giant panther paw ahead of him. He looks
up at the panther. Keeping his gaze high, he looks behind
him.

Back to the bag. He lowers onto one knee and places it
against the barrier. He unzips the main pocket. Its dark
inside. A firework overhead reveals it's content for a short
moment.

A cellphone bomb.

The teen reaches in and pulls out a blue sports drink. He
closes the bag and stands up. He pulls down his mask to take
a drink. He lifts the drink high and cheers.
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EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, EAST SIDE, UPPER STANDS -
NIGHT

A slick Brazilian man in an expensive suit watches the same
panther float. He spies the blue bottle raised up. He opens
a flip phone and presses in a number. He wears gold rings
etched with motifs.

SLICK MAN
Boa tarde, BOPE. I imagine you're all
tired after a busy week arresting my
brothers. But your work is not done.
We've planted a bomb. Can you guess
where?

The man holds out his phone as the crowd cheers at a burst
of fire from the panther float. The drums continue.

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM - NIGHT

The audio of the phone call transitions into a recording.
The soundtrack is projected on the wall and played through
speakers. The projection is titled with the logo and name of
the team 'GATOR: Global Anti-Terror Offensive and
Reconnaissance'

CATHEDRAL stands listening, hands behind her back. Her
utility uniform looks as fresh and prim on a Friday night as
it does on a Monday morning.

SLICK MAN
It's not meant for you, but I know
you won't sit idly by. Come down,
enjoy the festival. If you find the
bomb, good. If you interfere? What's
the expression?

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, UPPER STANDS, EAST SIDE -
NIGHT

The recording transitions back to the phone call. The slick
man watches below as the teen works back through the crowd,
without the backpack. The people around him jump and cheer
at the next performance, oblivious.

SLICK MAN
Checkmate.

He closes the phone.

2.
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INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM - NIGHT.

The recording stops.

The room is not yet in top condition. Plastic covers sit
over some tables, half packed cabinets wait to be filled, a
few chairs are still stacked in the corner. It's early days.

Cathedral checks her watch. She holds herself with the
reptilian poise of a Commando.

ISABEL (O.C.)
Thank you, Captain. Gator, out.

ISABEL removes her head set as she approaches Cathedral.
Isabel has intelligent features but a timid stature. She
adjusts her posture upright as she waits to speak.

CATHEDRAL
When was the call made?

ISABEL
Two minutes ago.

CATHEDRAL
Latest from BOPE?

ISABEL
They're discussing evacuation now.

CATHEDRAL
That puts lives at risk. Any sign of
mitigation and the bomb detonates.

ISABEL
What should we do?

CATHEDRAL
We'll go, organise a covert search
and defuse op. They'll be expecting
BOPE agents, not us.

ISABEL
Will BOPE agree?

CATHEDRAL
They've got no other choice. Inform
BOPE we're mobilising, then call the
team.

Isabel nods and returns to the computer at her desk.
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EXT. SHERATON HOTEL, POOLSIDE - NIGHT

The inside pool is lined with lights slowly fading through
the colour spectrum. OLLY is swimming lengths in yellow,
then green and so on.

He swims to the ladder and climbs out. His trunks say
vacation, his sunburn too. Average build, average height,
unremarkable without his subtle Irish accent. He walks to a
chair where his phone, bag and towel sit. He starts to dry
off and checks his phone.

'1 Missed Call - Rachel'

'Hey Sweetheart! Call me when you can. BIG surprise for you!
Xx'

Olly smiles. He flicks the screen, ready to call Rachel. An
incoming call cuts over the contact screen.'GATOR'.

INT. RIO FITNESS GYM - NIGHT

DEJA is pushing hard on a rowing machine. She's in a sweat,
grunting with a face like thunder. She may be the youngest
on the team but her toned muscles hushed those comments
quick. The other nightly gym rats avoid her.

Her headphones are blasting heavy metal and she's not the
only one who can hear it. The sonic onslaught of thrashing
guitar cuts out in place of a jaunty ringtone.

Deja stops and crams the handles back in place. She takes a
swig of water from a bottle and picks her phone up off the
floor. She taps her earbud to answer 'GATOR'.

INT. SHERATON HOTEL, CORRIDOR/PAVEL'S ROOM - NIGHT

The room door is open with an armed guard stood in the
corridor. Inside the room PAVEL is looking over a laid out
chessboard and reading dossiers.

He's got white hair, stony features and he's dressed in an
all black suit. It suits him, even if he can't go out.
Pavarotti's hit opera tracks play at a modest volume.

His phone buzzes. 'GATOR'. He reaches for a remote on the
table and clicks the plus button a few times. The opera
volume increases, drowning out the buzzing phone.
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INT. COMMUNITY HALL - NIGHT

The aftermath of a charity event. Fallen bunting, used
plates and cans of drink, napkins on the floor.

NURU, a tall slender man with a kind face, is tidying things
away. Just everything about him radiates positivity. He's
wearing a t-shirt with the same logo as the charity.

A colleague approaches and starts to help. Nuru smiles.

NURU
Thank you for all your help today, my
friend, not sure I'd have managed so
many children on my own.

His colleague gives a half smile and wipes a table down.

COLLEAGUE
I know.

Nuru slows tidying.

NURU
But?

COLLEAGUE
We expected two hundred. We had,
what, thirty? At most?

Nuru smiles and continues to clean.

NURU
More will come, my friend, more will
come.

Nuru's phone rings. He stuffs a cloth in his pocket and
lifts out his phone.'GATOR'.

INT/EXT - 4X4, RIO DE JANEIRO, CITY BOULEVARD - NIGHT

KIM is driving. No music, no company except a black case on
the passenger seat. Grey vest, black jeans, she hasn't worn
colour in years. The only thing more grim than her wardrobe
is her neutral expression.

The lights ahead turn red and she slows to a stop. A crowd
of party animals and pedestrians cross from either side.
Neon skirts, bum bags and designer jogging bottoms all pass
the car's headlights.

On the pavement, people walk, drink and socialise under
street lights.

5.
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The beach beyond is littered with bin fires, parasols and
fun-loving fools. Kim watches individuals. In this part of
town they're civilians.

A flash from a distance firework reflects off the high rises
further in the city.

The dash screen lights up with an incoming call. 'GATOR'.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, OUTSIDE BAR - NIGHT

The carnival is in full swing. A float of a giant turtle
painted in Brazil's colours is passing through. The crowd
watching it wave and sip their drinks.

At the bar, a line of jubilant tourists watch drinks get
poured and chat. In the middle PRISHA is playing with her
hair and talking with a GENT.

She has festival glitter on her cheeks and a keen grin.

PRISHA
And how do you imagine that working
out?

GENT
Over dinner, ofcourse. I will take
you to the finest restaurant in all
of Rio. And then, perhaps, we drive
back to my place. I'm staying at a
five-star by the beach, pure luxury
for as many nights as you like.

PRISHA
And miss out on all this?

GENT
Ah, but all the colours in Rio cannot
match your beauty, minha princesa.

She's flattered. She's about to agree when her phone rings.
'GATOR'.

A woman barges through the crowd and shoves the gent.

WOMAN
in Portuguese( )

What the hell is this? Pig!

The gent stands up in a panic and stammers, gesturing at
Prisha. Prisha points at her phone.
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PRISHA
Sorry I've gotta take this.

She answers the call while the couple argue behind her.

PRISHA (cont'd)
Prisha here.

Putting a finger in the other ear, trying to listen.

PRISHA (cont'd)
A what?

MAIN TITLES.

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM - NIGHT

The projector displays eight blips over a map of Rio,
coordinating with the eight operatives locations.

Cathedral is focused on the satellite feed while Isabel
adjusts her headset.

ISABEL
An IED, we suspect at the Rio
Carnival. We can't confirm if its a
targeted attack but the group
responsible called BOPE in advance.
They're hoping to take out operatives
and civilians.

CATHEDRAL
Play the recording.

The Slick Man's phone call replays.

EXT. SHERATON HOTEL, POOLSIDE - NIGHT

Olly, while listening, notices two kids come running to the
pool. They dive in.

INT. RIO FITNESS GYM - NIGHT

Deja pads her sweat with a towel and unstraps her feet from
the machine. She catches the gaze of a gym shark near the
free weights. He grins, makes a not-so-subtle flex and nods
up to say 'hey'. She scowls.
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INT. SHERATON HOTEL, PAVEL'S ROOM - NIGHT

The armed escort has confiscated the music remote and holds
the phone to Pavel's ear.

Pavel gets angry and snatches the phone off the guard.

INT. COMMUNITY HALL - NIGHT

Nuru has the phone pinched to his ear as he ties up garbage
bags.

INT/EXT - 4X4, RIO DE JANEIRO, CITY BOULEVARD - NIGHT

The crosswalk is barely cleared when Kim launches from the
stand still. She makes a sharp turn around a boulevard
island and drives back up the road.

EXT. SAMBADROME, ENTRANCE, ROADSIDE - NIGHT

Prisha emerges out from the thick brush of people entering
the Sambadrome. She tries to hail a taxi.

The gent from before catches her, now with a raw cheek.
Prisha pauses him with a single raised index finger.

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM - NIGHT

The recording ends.

CATHEDRAL
BOPE has agreed we take the fore on
this but they're withholding
assistance. We're on our own tonight.

Isabel looks puzzled at Cathedral. Shes about to speak when
Cathedral raises a finger to her own lips to keep Isabel
hushed. Cathedral lowers her hand.

CATHEDRAL (cont'd)
No casualty is acceptable,
understood? It's time we showed our
counter terrorist compadres what
we're capable of. Kim, Deja, Pavel,
Olly, I need you at the Sambadrome
ASAP. ETA?

8.
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KIM
on comms( )

En route. Be ready for wheels up in
two minutes.

EXT. RIO DE JANEIRO, GYM FRONT - NIGHT

Deja is knelt by a sports bicycle. She slots her bottle onto
the frame. Fireworks and spotlights dance in the skies
nearby.

DEJA
I'll cycle there, I'm ten minutes
out.

CATHEDRAL
on comms( )

Agreed. Prisha you're needed at the
compound.

EXT. SAMBADROME, ENTRANCE, ROADSIDE - NIGHT

Prisha looks back at the Sambadrome.

PRISHA
On my way Cathedral, I'm catching a
taxi now.

CATHEDRAL
on comms( )

We'll need an assessment, be ready.

PRISHA
Understood.

CATHEDRAL
on comms( )

Ladies and Gentlemen, let's get to
work.

INT./EXT. SHERATON HOTEL, LOBBY, EXIT - NIGHT

Olly and Pavel meet. Pavel looks sharp, even with an armed
escort. Olly's hair is still wet and he's fumbling with a
button on his shirt. Pavel is unimpressed as his guard hands
him over.

They walk to the pick up bay as Kim's 4x4 swings around the
corner and halts sharply. They get in.

9.
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EXT. SAMBADROME, ENTRANCE, ROADSIDE - NIGHT

Prisha lowers the phone as a taxi pulls up. She gets in, but
the gent steps up.

GENT
Hey, I didn't get your number?

PRISHA
Nope.

Prisha shuts the door. The taxi drives off.

INT. TAXI, BACK SEATS - NIGHT

Prisha studies the back of the taxi driver. He's not
interested. She lifts the phone.

PRISHA
Marston here, what do you need?

CATHEDRAL
on comms( )

Likely locations and suspects.

Prisha leans to look out of the window as the Sambadrome is
obscured but traffic, trees and buildings.

PRISHA
Reinforced concrete stands running
the length of the complex, including
rear stair wells and maintenance
areas.

INT. 4X4, RIO DE JANEIRO, CITY STREETS - NIGHT

Kim drives on as the three listen in. She flips open the lid
of the passenger seat case and hands two ear pieces over her
shoulder. Olly and Pavel fit them on.

INT. TAXI, BACK SEATS - NIGHT

Prisha glances at the taxi driver.

PRISHA
Quieter( )

They would absorb most of the impact.
If someone wanted to do damage they
could try the upper stands. Nothing
blocking the blast radius but fewer
civilians.

(MORE)
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Then there's the parade walk in the
PRISHA (cont'd)

centre. The explosion would be
contained but it would still kill
plenty. Plus the performances.

Prisha taps her lip with a finger.

PRISHA (cont'd)
quieter( )

The caller suggested a target. I can
run through potential matches at the
compound.

INT. 4X4, RIO DE JANEIRO, CITY STREETS - NIGHT

CATHEDRAL
on comms( )

Kim, you and Olly sweep the center
aisle. Pavel, you sweep attractions
and bars.

EXT. RIO DE JANEIRO - NARROW CITY STREETS - NIGHT

Deja is zipping between magasine stands and mopeds, taxis
and tourists on her bicycle.

DEJA
And me?

CATHEDRAL
on comms( )

You're our spotter on this op, Deja,
You're scouting the stands.

DEJA
Seriously? What about engagement?

CATHEDRAL
on comms( )

You're not to give pursuit unless
ordered to. I won't risk blowing
cover on our first major operation.
Understood?

A long beat. Deja pauses her pedaling as she considers.

DEJA
Understood.

She shakes her head and rolls her eyes.

11.
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CATHEDRAL
on comms( )

Kim what's your ETA?

KIM
on comms( )

Five minutes, driving through Santa
Teresa now.

INT. SAMBADROME, PARTY ROOMS, WEST SIDE - LATER

The teen moves through the crowd towards the windows
overlooking the parade. He's on the opposite side. The teen
peers across at the barriers opposite. The dark shape of the
bag is still there.

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Prisha strides in, adjusting the collar on a fresh shirt.
Cathedral is waiting. Prisha still has glitter and jewels on
her cheek.

CATHEDRAL
The carnival?

Prisha freezes.

PRISHA
How did you know?

Cathedral taps her own cheek in the same spot Prisha's
jewels are. Prisha realises her mistake and starts to pivot
in a panic.

CATHEDRAL
Plus the tracker.

Prisha stops. Cathedral points at the projector displaying
the map.

CATHEDRAL (cont'd)
It looks nice. Only for tonight.

Prisha smiles, nodding relieved. Cathedral lifts a dossier
titled 'TERROR CELLS: RIO DE JANEIRO' and hands it to
Prisha.

CATHEDRAL (cont'd)
Run us through suspects. Team, check
in.

12.
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INT. SAMBADROME, LOBBY AREA - NIGHT

Kim, Olly and Pavel are splitting up into the crowds. Pavel
watches Kim and Olly move ahead towards the main event and
taps his earpiece.

PAVEL
This is Pavel. Splitting off now.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, EAST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Olly arrives amidst the partying crowds. A girl dances past
him as he makes his way to the front barriers and looks
across the way.

On the far side, Kim emerges. Between the dancing and
feathers, the two nod to one another.

OLLY
In position.

KIM
Ready. Deja?

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, WEST SIDE, UPPER STANDS  -
NIGHT

Deja is holding a smart phone, one with a top range camera.
She scans the crowd.

DEJA
Already scouting. Nothing to report
yet.

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Prisha lays out three profiles on a desk.

PRISHA
We've got three suspects. First is
Comando Crânio, Skull Command, a
militia of former cops and hitmen.
They're more than capable and they've
organised bombings before. They're
our primary suspect.

13.
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INT. SAMBADROME, PARTY ROOMS - NIGHT

Pavel weaves among people. He stops someone shifty wearing a
backpack. He pats them down, checks their bag. He lifts out
a small bag of weed and stuffs it into his own breast
pocket. He's acting security detail. He spots two police
officers, they're drinking and chatting up two girls.

PAVEL
Any chance the police here are
involved? They have access to the
whole complex, could've been paid
off.

PRISHA
on comms( )

It's possible. Keep away from
security until we know for sure.

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Prisha lays out a photograph of a rich man wear a suit and
rings. She takes a photo on her phone and sends it in a
text.

PRISHA
Next is As Famílias Capitais, The
Capital Family, a terror cell turned
crime syndicate. It's an open secret
Sergio Esteves, the head of the
family, launders money through the
carnival via the Phoenix Samba
School. You'll receive his photo
shortly.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, WEST SIDE, UPPER STANDS -
NIGHT

Deja is scanning the crowd, pretending to video the
festival. It pings with Prisha's text. She checks the photo.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, EAST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Olly and Kim start their sweep on either side following the
direction of the parade. They discreetly watch people, and
their surroundings for anything unusual.

14.
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PRISHA
on comms( )

Finally, O Fogo Verge, The Green
Flame, a loosely organised but
bloodthirsty street gang in the
Favelas. Their sole focus is culling
the rich. The Carnival attracts
wealth but their profile suggests
they're lacking funds for an attack
this big. 

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM - NIGHT

The projector displays a satellite view of the festival with
four blips tracking over it. Cathedral watches intently.

CATHEDRAL
I trust you each know what you're
doing. Report in when you find
something.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, EAST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Olly slowly moves down the line, attempting to blend.

He gets distracted by the huge float next to him and loses
his footing. He's tripped on something. The bag.

He looks at it, spotting the two wires. He stands over it as
if purposefully finding his spot for the carnival.

The people closest to him don't seem to know its there.

OLLY
Stand by. I may have a possible
Bogey.

CATHEDRAL
on comms( )

Location?

OLLY
Sixth section, parade side, east
lane. A backpack. Moving to
investigate.

He kneels down and checks the bag. Seems innocuous. He
unzips it slowly. He angles the bag towards the light behind
him. Its the bomb.

The sight of it makes him freeze.

15.
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KIM
on comms( )

Have you found it Olly? Please
advise.

He's started to sweat but its not the heat.

KIM (cont'd)
on comms( )

Moving to sixth section, west lane. I
don't have a visual on Olly. Olly
have you located a Bogey? Please
confirm?

Olly's mouth trembles before he speaks.

OLLY
Confirmed.

He stands back up. Kim is directly opposite. Olly has gone
pale.

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Cathedral, Prisha and Isabel are stood over one table.

CATHEDRAL
Deja do you have a visual on Olly?

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, WEST SIDE, UPPER STANDS -
NIGHT

Deja scans across with her phone, only one section down.

DEJA
Sixth section, parade side, east
lane...gotcha. I have eyes on.

Olly in the thick of the crowd but the party room windows
above him are vacant. Deja zooms in on Olly. He's shaking.

DEJA (cont'd)
He's stood over a backpack. And he's
shaking.

PRISHA
on comms( )

Shaking? Olly what can you see?

16.
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EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, EAST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Olly is fixated on Kim across from him.

PRISHA
on comms( )

Olly? Tell me, what can you see?

OLLY
Explosives package, reddish-brown
wrapped in film. Phone on the front.

KIM
on comms( )

Semtex, must be. Phone too, could be
being watched. Firing circuit?

OLLY
I don't know. I...

He gets agitated.

KIM
on comms( )

Keep it steady. We can assume eyes on
the Bogey so you must keep cool.

Olly looks about the crowd, his chest heaving. He tries to
compose himself.

KIM (cont'd)
We can use the parade to our
advantage. You look over the bomb
when the floats come past, I'll tell
you when to duck down and stand up.
Ok?

OLLY
Ok. Staying calm. Ok.

KIM
on comms( )

Ready.

A troupe of dancers walks between them wearing huge peacock
plumes on their costumes.

KIM (cont'd)
on comms( )

Dive.

Olly ducks.

17.
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INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Prisha writes key words on a whiteboard; Semtex, Mobile,
Carnival. Cathedral looks over the three profiles.

CATHEDRAL
Impressions?

PRISHA
Semtex is expensive. As is the venue.
Travel from the around the city adds
to the cost. Mobile instead of a
timer suggests organisation, motive.
We can rule out O Fogo Verge, for
now.

CATHEDRAL
Agreed.

Olly makes a series of involuntary whimpers on comms. Isabel
has a worried expression, she tries not to listen.

PRISHA
Olly what else can you see?

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, EAST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Olly carefully maneuvers wires and zips to try and see more.

OLLY
I don't know, I can't...

A parade display excites the crowd around him. He takes a
knee to the side of the head.

OLLY (cont'd)
Ah!

It's cramped, hot, dark, loud.

PRISHA
on comms( )

What kit have you got?

Olly tries to reach into his back pocket. He takes a few
more kicks. He pulls out a small zipped packet. He unzips
it. Inside is a multi-tool and a torch.

OLLY
Basics.

18.
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INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM

Isabel walks in with a heavy duty case. She lays it on the
table. Cathedral raises an eyebrow.

ISABEL
We have a jammer here, we could try
and get it to them , block the
signal.

CATHEDRAL
Negative.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, EAST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Olly takes his hands off the bag. He listens to comms.

CATHEDRAL
on comms( )

We're not dealing with a timed
device. It could detonate any second.
He needs to use the tools he has.

Olly swallows.

PRISHA
on comms( )

Olly can you confirm the firing
circuit type?

He's still processing the danger.

OLLY
No.

PRISHA
on comms( )

Transistor types, circuitry, can you
see any relays? Complex or basic,
whats your instinct?

The crowd around him is jumping and waving as the
performance moves on.

KIM
on comms( )

Olly, the dancers are moving. Stand
up.

He can't. Stadium light is moving down the barriers towards
him. His cover is soon gone.
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PRISHA
on comms( )

Quick, tell me, can you see more than
one battery?

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, WEST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Kim watches the performers move by. There's a significant
gap in the parade coming.

KIM
Prisha stop, I don't have a visual on
Olly. Olly, do you copy? You have to
stand up.

He isn't visible on the opposite barrier yet.

KIM (cont'd)
Get up Wight, if you're spotted
you're cooked. Get up!

Still nothing.

KIM (cont'd)
Get up!

The performers are moving past.

KIM (cont'd)
Cathedral, call it in. Evacuate.

PAVEL
on comms( )

Not yet.

INT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, EAST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Olly is soaking through his shirt. The world around him is
moving in slow motion. There is no music, there is no
cheering. As the shadow of the dancers pass. A hand drops
over his shoulder, tightens its grip and pulls him up.

Life resumes normal speed. Pavel hands Olly a water bottle
and presses Olly's back to steady him.

INT. SAMBADROME, PARTY ROOMS, WEST SIDE - NIGHT

The teen is checking his phone. He looks down at the parade,
at the bag.
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He sees a pale man drinking from a water bottle with
assistance from what looks like a security officer.

The officer pats the pale man's back. He starts to talk with
the pale man, he nods along. He points to the water, he
points to the bar. He makes a swiping motion with his hand
that universally translates to 'no more drinks'.

The security guard pats his back once more before carrying
on. The teen continues to watch.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, EAST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Olly takes a drink. And another. He finishes the bottle and
wipes his brow. He looks across to Kim.

KIM
on comms( )

We're clear. You ok?

PAVEL
on comms( )

He's fine.

OLLY
Yeah, yeah I'm ok.

KIM
on comms( )

You've been made now. I can't take
your place. Prisha what are our
options?

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Prisha is writing more details on the board. Isabel flicks
through files, eyeing Olly's blip on the display.

ISABEL
What's the difference?

PRISHA
Huh?

ISABEL
Between complex and basic, the firing
circuits, whats the difference?

PRISHA
Basic means the wires do one job, no
back ups or fail-safes.

(MORE)
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We can cut any wire no problem.
PRISHA (cont'd)

Complex means if we cut a wire the
bomb triggers from interference.
They're nasty.

ISABEL
How can you tell? The difference I
mean?

A long beat. Prisha resumes writing on the board.

PRISHA
We can't confirm the circuit type so
we can't interfere with the explosive
directly. We can't defuse it yet.

NURU walks in but bumps his hip on a table. He hasn't
adjusted to the mess yet.

NURU
Mouthing( )

Cathedral?

Prisha points to an office at the back of the room.
Cathedral walks out of that office holding a file. She gives
Nuru a quick smile and hands Prisha the file. Cathedral taps
the file page drawing Prisha's attention, then ushers Nuru
to her office.

Prisha reads the documents.

ISABEL
Olly, we can assume you're being
watched which means you can't move
the Bogey just yet.

PAVEL
on comms( )

You wouldn't get far anyway.

KIM
on comms( )

Pavel that's enough. What about
evacuation?

PRISHA
Team be advised; Comando Crânio is
currently in hiding. BOPE has linked
their supply to an attack last week
in Paciência and authorised an asset
raid two days ago. They're under the
microscope now, they can barely
breathe without BOPE knowing. It's
not likely they're involved tonight.
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EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, WEST SIDE, UPPER STANDS -
NIGHT

Deja is scanning the crowds, taking any relevant
photographs.

DEJA
So who should I be looking for?

PRISHA
on comms( )

The only one left is As Famílias
Capitais. The gangsters. It's likely
they've only got a triggerman
watching the site.

INT. SAMBADROME, PARTY ROOMS, BAR - NIGHT

Pavel is leaning on the bar. He downs a shot.

PAVEL
So cheap suits and cheaper rings.
That's half the carnival, and they're
all looking at a bomb site. They just
don't know it.

A woman down the bar catches Pavel's eye. She smiles. He
smiles back, but its not romance.

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Cathedral and Nuru are talking in the doorway. Isabel is sat
at a computer writing notes.

ISABEL
In Portuguese( )

Yes, yes. Understood. Please wait.

She clicks a button on her headset and rips a page of notes
off the pad.

She strides across the room to Cathedral and Nuru. Cathedral
stops the conversation.

ISABEL (cont'd)
BOPE is in preparation. They're
preparing operatives for Evac and EOD
specialists for backup.

NURU
Good!
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Cathedral glances at Nuru.

CATHEDRAL
Excuse us.

She walks Isabel back to her desk for a private debrief.

CATHEDRAL (cont'd)
I told them to stand down. We don't
need backup.

ISABEL
I said everything you told me to.
They want to cooperate.

CATHEDRAL
Do they understand the risks they're
invoking. If they're spotted at the
festival it'll be a bloodbath. You
must tell them to stand down, demand
it.

Isabel slowly raises a hand to the headset. She clicks it
on.

ISABEL
In Portuguese( )

Captain, do you copy?

Cathedral looks back at Nuru standing in her office doorway.
He has a doubtful expression.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, WEST SIDE, UPPER STANDS -
NIGHT

Deja is watching the carnival below. Her phone is in her
pocket. She can't see Olly behind the army of glittery roman
soldiers parading in the centre.

Something catches her eye. In the party room windows above
Olly's location, people are gathering.

She whips out her phone and zooms in. The women are in
expensive dresses. The men are in suits and rings just like
the kind the Slick Man was wearing. They're gathered around
one man drinking from a champagne glass.

When he tells a joke, they laugh. Deja snaps a photo.
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EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, EAST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Olly is containing his panic, only just. He's trying to
catch glimpses of Kim across the way.

KIM
on comms( )

Olly, talk to me.

OLLY
There's nothing else I know.

KIM
on comms( )

Not about the bomb. About you. You've
done this before, The Guard, The Met.
Career undercover officer, no?

OLLY
Aye.

KIM
on comms( )

You've faced worse, no?

OLLY
Uh... no? Yes? I mean I have.

KIM
on comms( )

So what's wrong?

OLLY
I didn't say there's anything wrong.

KIM
on comms( )

You don't have to, I think even Deja
can see something's wrong with you.
You're in trouble.

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM

Isabel is sat listening to the conversations.

OLLY
on comms( )

I'm fine! I'll be alright, I need to
breath for a minute.
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KIM
on comms( )

Olly, tell me what's wrong.

NURU (O.C.)
You can not be serious!

Nuru bursts out of Cathedral's office, Cathedral in tow.

CATHEDRAL
The decision is mine, and that's
final.

Nuru marches over to a frightened Isabel.

NURU
Call them. Call BOPE. Now!

ISABEL
Huh? Wha- Why?

NURU
Call BOPE, tell them to evacuate the
carnival, tell them to get down there
right now!

CATHEDRAL
She follows my orders, not yours.

Nuru spins around to Cathedral.

NURU
Your orders? You're gambling with the
lives of innocent people, even your
own agents. Those are your orders. Do
your agents know BOPE are willing to
help?

CATHEDRAL
You'll incite a panic, not just among
the people but among the team.
Circumstances demand caution,
cohesion.

NURU
Is lying part of your cohesion? You
would keep your own people in the
dark, deny necessary aid and risk a
massacre, for what? What possible
reason do you have?

He points at Isabel who's half rising from her seat.
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NURU (cont'd)
She's already said you can't defuse
it, she's already said you won't
remove it. So what's left? Madness!

CATHEDRAL
If we intervene, if we make a move,
innocents will die. Do you
understand?

NURU
Is that why you won't accept BOPE's
help? Because you think they'll
intervene? No, you're refusing their
help because if you pull this off
alone, what a trophy it will make.
Your reputation is not more important
than people's lives!

CATHEDRAL
You're right!

Prisha and Isabel look at Cathedral. Nuru is steadfast.

CATHEDRAL (cont'd)
You're right. It's not important. But
we're not just talking about one
carnival. Yes if we succeed we can
stay. If it goes wrong? We're done. I
imagine we'll be fine, physically.
But what about the kids on the school
bus who can't hear the ticking coming
from under the seat? Or the young boy
who cares for his sick mother, when
someone hands him a gun and says
she'll be ok if he does a small
favor. Do you think he'll be fine?

She points at the display of the Sambadrome. Nuru turns
around.

CATHEDRAL (cont'd)
And the rest, who come together to
celebrate, not knowing the darkness
they dance around. If we get this
wrong, if BOPE gets this wrong, will
they be ok?

Nuru faces her again. He's breathing hard, agitated, poised.

CATHEDRAL (cont'd)
For now, its just us. But we can help
a lot more people if we get this
right, and that is important.

(MORE)
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So help us get this right, or get out
CATHEDRAL (cont'd)

of the way.

A beat. Nuru is resigned. Prisha and Isabel steady and
relax. Isabel tries to hide her wiping under her eye.

Prisha goes through a series of photos taken by Deja. She
reaches the final image of the wealthy group in the party
rooms. She studies it.

She spins around and separates files and photos on the
table. She lifts out the photograph of Sergio Esteves and
aligns it the photo on display. A match.

PRISHA
It's him. Deja, the final photo, the
group on the balcony.

DEJA
on comms( )

Yeah?

PRISHA
Are they still there?

DEJA
on comms( )

Yeah. I'll send another pic.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, WEST SIDE, UPPER STANDS -
NIGHT

Deja has refocused the camera on the wealthy family. They're
cheering on as the next group of floats is starting down the
isle, fronted by a huge Phoenix. A giant chess piece is part
of the coming parade.

She takes a new photo and sends it.

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM - NIGHT

The photo appears on the display.

PRISHA
Team be advised, Sergio Esteves is at
the Carnival. Repeat, As Famílias
Capitais, is at the carnival. The
coming parade is their samba school.

CATHEDRAL
What does that mean?
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KIM
on comms( )

We may have a wild card. We're
running out of time.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, WEST SIDE, UPPER STANDS -
NIGHT

Deja is listening in. The family across are cheering and
waving at their coming parade.

DEJA
That's Sergio Esteves? He's stood
above Olly.

CATHEDRAL
on comms( )

Deja, repeat?

DEJA
The family, they're stood directly
above the bomb.

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Isabel is having a conversation at the desk.

PRISHA
They're not the bombers. They're the
target.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, WEST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Kim sees the family drinking and celebrating.

Their parade approaches but there's a significant gap.

KIM
The bombers are waiting for Sergio's
Carnival to pass. Whoever did this
wants to send a message.

She looks across at Olly. He's fixed in place.

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM

Isabel shoots up from the desk. Cathedral and Prisha look
over.
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ISABEL
BOPE are mobilising agents to the
venue now. ETA ten minutes.

Cathedral and Nuru look at each other.

CATHEDRAL
We need to make a move.

KIM
on comms( )

We can't. Olly is in full view. We
have to wait for the next float.

CATHEDRAL
At which point it detonates. Kim, get
Olly focused, or start working on a
Plan B.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, WEST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Kim is in the middle of everything.

KIM
Solid copy. Olly when the next float
arrives, check it over, tell us
everything you see.

OLLY
on comms( )

I don't think I can.

KIM
Why not?

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, EAST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Olly still isn't himself.

OLLY
If I go down, I don't think I can get
back up. It's too risky.

KIM
on comms( )

You run risks every day, how is this
any different!?
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INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Isabel listens. Cathedral too.

OLLY
on comms( )

It just is, alright?

KIM
(on comms, shouting)

For Christ's sake man, get a grip!

ISABEL
Kim!

Cathedral puts a hand on Isabel's shoulder.

CATHEDRAL
Easy. Let them talk.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, EAST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Olly and Kim have a clear line of sight, the next float is
on its way.

KIM
on comms( )

You may not have stared down a bomb
before, but I have. Yes it shakes
you. But I've seen you sit down with
criminals who, if given the chance,
would do things to you that makes a
bomb look merciful.

Olly is starting to tire.

KIM (cont'd)
on comms( )

So what changed?

Olly takes a few deep breaths.

OLLY
I'm gonna be a Da.

A long beat.

OLLY (cont'd)
Before I left for Rio, my
girlfriend... We were enjoying a
getaway. She sent me a text tonight.

(MORE)
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Said she had a surprise. I'm
OLLY (cont'd)

absolutely sure...

KIM
on comms( )

Keep going.

OLLY
What happens to her, or the baby if
I'm -

He gets upset.

OLLY (cont'd)
I don't want to look in that bag, I
don't want to see it again, I don't
know why I'm doing this.

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Isabel tries to hide her emotions from Prisha and Cathedral.

KIM
on comms( )

You do, we all know why we're here.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, WEST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

KIM
I lost my sister in a shooting in
Paris. She was a police officer,
always trying to be like her big Sis.
I never liked it but there was no
telling her no. I was in training
with the GIGN when we got the call. I
couldn't reach her for two days, I
didn't know she was already among the
bodies. That's why I do this. So
things like that don't happen again,
so other people don't have to feel
what I feel. I do this so they don't
have to. And so do you.

INT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, EAST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Olly lifts his phone from his pocket, the texts from Rachel
are on the screen. Olly nods to himself. He's ready.
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OLLY
What can I do?

KIM
on comms( )

We've got a target, the syndicate
celebrating in the rooms above you.
We've got no suspects with clear
means or motive. I'm certain they're
timing the detonation to align with
coming parade.

Olly looks down at the phoenix float. He spies the giant
chess piece behind it.

OLLY
Prisha, are you there?

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM

PRISHA
I'm here.

OLLY
on comms( )

Can you replay the call, the tip off?

PRISHA
Ofcourse, yes, will do.

She brings up the soundtrack on the display and plays it.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, EAST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Olly mouths along with parts he remembers.

SLICK MAN
audio recording( )

Checkmate.

Olly focuses on the chess float. It's still some ways down
but the Phoenix float is almost upon him. A court of dancers
dressed as chess pieces separate the two.

OLLY
Checkmate. The chess piece float is
the target. A bomb this size won't
reach Sergio, Prisha you said so
yourself. The concrete structure and
bodies would absorb most of the
impact.

(MORE)
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But the floats are fueled with
OLLY (cont'd)

propane. Given its height, fuel will
be stored in the body of chess piece.
It'll double, triple the blast
radius.

PAVEL
on comms( )

Hell of a message to send. Take out
your target at his own event using
fuel from his own parade.

OLLY
Pavel, I need you working the crowds.
Pick up on anyone suspicious. Deja
have you spotted anything up?

DEJA
on comms( )

Not yet.

KIM
on comms( )

I have an idea but I'll need to move.

The phoenix float is moving between them.

OLLY
I'll be fine, go ahead. Prisha be
ready, I'm looking over the bomb in
three, two...

He ducks as the giant phoenix passes him. He unzips the bag
and pulls the torch from his defusal kit.

OLLY (cont'd)
Its in shoddy condition. Not expert
make. Nothing distinguishing
though...

He spots a patch of white in the cake of cling film around
the Semtex.

OLLY (cont'd)
Hang on, might have something here.

He carefully slices through the cling film with scissors and
lifts out a paper slip. The torn corner of a deliver label
reading;

Bar Do Luca

ROCIN
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238

OLLY (cont'd)
I've got an address. Bar Do Luc, in
I'm guessing Rocinha. Any links
Prisha?

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM

Prisha brings up a satellite display of Rio.

PRISHA
Rocinha. It's a lead but not much,
plenty of gangs in the area. It's
Rio's biggest Favela.

She centers the display over the Rocinha district and begins
to type.

PRISHA (cont'd)
Bar...Do...Luca..

It pings on the map.

PRISHA (cont'd)
It's a match but...

The terrorist profile dossiers catch Prisha's eye. The O
Fogo Verge document sits at the bottom of the pile. She
whips it out from under the papers and flips open the front
page.

LOCATION: Rocinha.

LINKS: São Conrado Motorcycle Garage (Southwest), Abandoned
Municipal Building (Central), Luca's Bar (Northeast)

PRISHA (cont'd)
Luca's bar.. Bar Do Luca, a direct
translation. It's O Fogo Verge. O
Fogo Verge planted the bomb.

CATHEDRAL
You said they didn't have the means.

PRISHA
Looks like they've got a sponsor. A
shoddy bomb, taking a shot at their
wealthiest competition by planting a
bomb under their VIP lounge. It's
their debut.
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ISABEL
What about the bomb's circuit?

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, EAST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Olly is back upright again. The chess dancers are going by.
He studies the crowd in the stands and rooms ahead.

PRISHA
on comms( )

We can't tell, each bomb is unique.
We'll need to take out the triggerman
before touching the bomb.

INT. SAMBADROME, PARTY ROOMS, WEST SIDE WINDOWS - NIGHT

The teen is watching Sergio from afar. The phone in his hand
matches the one on the bomb.

He can't see the bag he put down behind the performers and
starts darting side to side to get a look. Olly barely comes
into view.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, EAST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Olly spots the jumps and peaking of the teen in party room
windows one section down. He's very keen to see over the
parade.

OLLY
Pavel, Deja, I have eyes on a
suspect. Male, wearing a baseball
cap, trying to look over from the
lounge windows. Section seven, west
side.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, WEST SIDE STANDS - NIGHT

Deja puts the phone away and moves down the stands.

DEJA
He's one below me. Pavel, where are
you?
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EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, WEST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Pavel is pushing through the thick crowds of people.

PAVEL
Moving to intercept. Three sections
down.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, EAST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

Olly's view of the teen is blocked again. He watches the
chess piece get closer.

OLLY
Kim, where are you?

KIM
on comms( )

I'm working a plan. Does the
triggerman have eyes on?

Olly checks the line of sight. Still blocked.

OLLY
Negative.

KIM
Good.

Kim slides past Olly. She ducks down, lifting the bomb bag
and placing a fake down. She hugs it as she adeptly swerves
back into the crowds.

INT. SAMBADROME, MAINTENANCE CORRIDOR - NIGHT

Kim hurries down the stadium lit steps into the tunnel. The
men are gone, the propane tanks are gone. She's alone and
gaining distance. She puts the bag over her shoulder.

KIM
The Bogey is on the move, I repeat,
Bogey is on the move.

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Prisha, Isabel, Cathedral and Nuru watch as Kim's blip moves
down the side of the Sambadrome satellite feed.
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CATHEDRAL
Kim, advise, what are you doing?

OLLY
on comms( )

She swept past me, swapped out the
bags.

The four look at one another.

CATHEDRAL
Pavel, Deja, Kim is moving the bomb
to a secure location. We need you
secure the phone ASAP.

PAVEL
(on comms)

Solid copy.

DEJA
on comms( )

Why?

CATHEDRAL
Deja, repeat?

INT. SAMBADROME, PARTY ROOMS, WEST SIDE - NIGHT

Deja leans in the doorway to the room. No sign of Pavel.

DEJA
We're critical. Let's move to
intercept.

CATHEDRAL
on comms( )

Negative. We move incognito or not at
all, do you copy?

Deja ambles into the room, blending. She walks to the window
scanning the room.

CATHEDRAL (cont'd)
on comms( )

I repeat, Deja, do you copy?

She spies the teen. Scruffy, wearing a baseball cap swaying
on tiptoes trying to look over something. He stuffs the
phone in his back pocket.

She spots Sergio across the way. He's admiring his dancers
below.
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The chess piece is moving into his section. Deja spots the
propane tank on the underside of the float.

DEJA
Loud and clear.

Deja slides her way across the backs of other tourists
towards the teen. She could take him from there. She pauses.

Deftly she pinches the phone and takes it from the teen's
pocket. He doesn't notice.

She turns and walks swiftly back, phone in hand, when
someone seizes her wrist.

SECURITY GUARD
I saw that thief!

Deja winces from the grip. The room turns to look, so does
the teen.

DEJA
Ah! No I -

The security guard snatches the phone from her hand and
hands it towards the teen.

SECURITY GUARD
This is yours, yes?

The teen steps forward pensively.

SECURITY GUARD (cont'd)
Hurry, hurry.

He takes the phone, eyes locked with Deja. He turns back to
the parade. The chess piece has aligned.

Deja kicks and thrashes as the guard pulls across the room.
She sees the teen dialing a number. Enough is enough. She
gets her footing. With the expertise of a black belt she
gains the upper hand and incapacitates the guard.

The commotion turns the teen around. He starts dialing
faster. The number is complete. His thumb descends towards
the call button.

Deja slams into his side with her full force sending them
both to the ground. The phone slides under a group of
onlookers. Someone kicks it back to the middle of the room.

Deja and the teen fight and scramble against one another to
reach it. Like a leaping panther, Deja kicks into the teen
behind her, propelling herself off him towards the phone.
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She grips the phone and twists to look behind her. The teen
is injured. He wipes a bleeding nose. He scrambles to his
feet and dashes out of the room.

Deja lurches, trying to stand up. She's injured too.

DEJA
Phone secured. Target is on the move.

INT. SAMBADROME, LOADING BAY - NIGHT

Kim exits the Sambadrome through a back door into the
deserted depot. It's quiet, surrounded by thick walls.

She spots a table, and sets down the backpack. She opens it
and studies the compartments. Wires, batteries, conduits,
electrical components. In the lower compartment she lifts
out small, compact bags of nails and screws.

She separates the bomb from its bag. It looks vicious.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, WEST LANE, LOWER CROWDS -
NIGHT

The teen run down a flight of stairs into the crowds. He
knocks a woman over in his haste and stops. He looks like
he's about to apologise before running on.

Deja reaches the bottom of the stairs, one hand on the
phone, the other cradled across her torso. The teen is
leaving a path of chaos for her to follow.

DEJA
Pavel, he's heading north up the
strip, west side. Where are you?

PAVEL
on comms( )

Not far.

Deja follows the trail. Trying to catch up, she spies the
back of his head, in the commotion far ahead.

EXT. SAMBADROME, MAIN PARADE, WEST LANE, LOWER CROWDS,
FURTHER ON - NIGHT

The teen is throwing himself forward trying to escape. He
spots Pavel cutting through the crowds ahead.

He stops. Pavel stops. The teen darts to the right, Pavel
copies. The teen clambers over the back stands.
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Deja arrives at the spot they paused. No Pavel. No target.

A commotion to her right gets her attention. She sees the
target throw himself off the back stands into the alley
between the sections.

Deja makes after him, slower.

EXT. SAMBADROME, SIDE ALLEY - NIGHT

Deja drops into the alley. She lands on her feet but falls
from the pain. At the far end the teen scales the tall
fence.

She drags herself to her feet as the teen drops off the
other side of the fence. He looks back and smiles. Deja
winces.

DEJA
He's gonna get away!

PAVEL
on comms( )

No he's not.

The teen flinches to his side. Pavel tackles him with great
force.

Deja limps to the fence. Pavel has the teen pinned.

PAVEL (cont'd)
Target is apprehended.

CATHEDRAL
on comms( )

Good work, both of you.

Pavel puts the teen in an arm lock and applies pressure. The
teen yelps. Deja leans on the wall.

PAVEL
The bomb. Which wire is it?

The teen wriggles in pain.

PAVEL (cont'd)
Which wire!?

Pavel twists the teen's arm. He cries.

TEEN
Any! Any, any! Please stop!
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Pavel ceases.

PAVEL
Kim, did you copy? He's saying any
wire.

INT. SAMBADROME, LOADING BAY - NIGHT

Kim looks over the monstrosity of a bomb before her.

KIM
Prisha, what do you think?

PRISHA
on comms( )

It's their first explosive, it would
be ambitious for anything more
complex than a closed circuit.

KIM
This is looking a little complex.

PRISHA
They did advise the bomb threat.
Maybe it's a stall tactic for BOPE.

KIM
Pavel, did you say you had the
suspect?

PAVEL
on comms( )

Affirmative.

KIM
And Deja, you have the phone?

DEJA
on comms( )

Yeah.

KIM
Then let's wait. The trigger is
detained, BOPE are inbound. We can
hand it over to them, let their EODs
take over.

INT. OPERATIONS COMPOUND, INTEL ROOM - NIGHT

Cathedral monitors the satellite feed.
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CATHEDRAL
What's the sitrep for BOPE's arrival?

ISABEL
Current ETA three minutes.

Cathedral turns back to see Nuru leaning on the back wall.
She nods slightly to herself.

CATHEDRAL
Agreed. Team stand down.

There's a sigh of relief.

CATHEDRAL (cont'd)
Isabel, inform BOPE we'll have a live
explosive for handover. Plus, a
suspect.  Rendezvous at the
construction site west of the
stadium, lets keep this from prying
eyes. Deja and Pavel, start moving
the suspect across. Olly, meet Kim in
the depot, prep for disposal. We
don't need any more nasty surprises.

EXT. RIO DE JANEIRO, CONSTRUCTION SITE, WEST OF THE
SAMBADROME - LATER

BOPE vans and vehicles have parked up. Armed operatives in
protective gear stand ready and waiting for the handover.

Kim and Olly are walking across, the bag containing the bomb
is being held between them like a child between two parents.

They lay it down a safe distance from the vans. Kim signals
the specialists to take over. Kim and Olly continue towards
the BOPE group.

Olly watches the EOD specialist in full kit walk past.

They reach the vans as Deja and Pavel arrive, the teen in
Pavel's arm lock.

BOPE operatives put the teen in hand cuffs. He and Olly and
only meters apart. The two stare at one another as the teen
is escorted away.

Pavel, Deja, Olly and Kim finally reunite. They're glad.

KIM
She's not going to be happy you went
AWOL Deja. Discretion, it's one of
the only tools we have.
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DEJA
Maybe. You would've done something
different?

KIM
No.

She looks at Olly.

KIM (cont'd)
You did well.

Olly gives an expression that says 'you're kidding, right?'
He lifts out his phone, opens up Rachel's contact page.

OLLY
We do this so they don't have to.

He looks about the team and smiles. He raises the phone to
his ear before walking out of earshot.

PAVEL
We have problems. The kid didn't make
the call. Different voice, different
person.

KIM
You mean there was a second
triggerman?

PAVEL
O Fogo Verge was here to make a
statement. They're not a street gang
anymore, they're funded, organised.

KIM
Phone listings, interviewing our
suspect. Esteves is sure to find out
too. I wager this won't be the only
attack either, not to mention our
other leads.

DEJA
We're gonna have our hands full.

The BOPE EODs at the bombsite call over.

BOPE EOD
Portuguese( )

All clear!

KIM
Portuguese( )

Thank you!
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The operatives start carrying over the disassembled bomb
parts. The phone on the bomb has been detached and placed in
an evidence bag. Olly returns to the group.

KIM (cont'd)
Well?

OLLY
I'm gonna be a da!

Deja and Kim cheer and aw. Deja pats him on the shoulder.

The EOD carrying the phone passes. Kim spies the screen
light up. The phone rings.

KIM
Get back, get back!

Everyone jumps back, the phone gets dropped. Total panic.

EXT. RIO DE JANEIRO, ROOFTOP - NIGHT

A view of the Sambadrome and the construction site next to
it. From afar the commotion of the phone call turns into a
structured securing of the area.

The slick man gives a mischievous laugh as he watches below
him. His laugh ends as he ferociously snaps the phone in
half.

EXT. RIO DE JANEIRO, CONSTRUCTION SITE, WEST OF THE
SAMBADROME - MOMENTS LATER

Everyone is distanced from the bomb, focused. The phone
stops ringing. The light turns off.

PAVEL
Someone having fun with us?

The four exchange looks.

CATHEDRAL
on comms( )

Great work team. I'll expect you all
back for debrief ASAP.

They stand down. It's clear, for now.

CREDITS.
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